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 Through it all, Chergey follows her heart?and along the way, she learns that being “normal” is not nearly as important as
providing your child with a life full of joy, like, and acceptance. Together, Chergey’s family and a team of thoroughly
chosen therapists devote years of effort, and eventually train Ryan to speak and exhibit emotions.Indie Reader Discovery
Awards Champion for ParentingNational Indie Excellence Award FinalistHollywood Book Festival 2016 Honorable
mention generally non-fictionBookvana 2016 Finalist in Parenting/FamilyBronze Medal Champion Inspirational Memoir-
FemaleLiving Now Book Awards-Books for Better LivingWhen LeeAndra Chergey is told that her boy, Ryan, is not any
longer considered “regular,” she and her family members are forced right into a new way of handling the outside world.
Tender and candid, Make A Wish For Me is a tale of accepting and tackling a disability stigmatized and misunderstood by
society.
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A surprising page turner, revealing and honest. Worthy of your time. A Book Well Worth Reading I possibly could not put
this reserve down. would I find out something I could use or relate with? The victory of this mother and this family is the
opportunity to fight against their very own defeatism. This was an enormous opener on what parents with artistic
children proceed through.. Would it feel like reading somebody else's diary?Happy to say the answers were positive in
just about every way. The composing was quick and easy and the tone was often positive even though the occasions
described were anything but. I actually found myself rooting for Ryan as if he were just a personality in a novel. As a
memoir, it designed for an excellent book- if which makes sense.For the nuts and bolts of raising a child on the
spectrum -- I have trouble utilizing the word autism since it feels too strong, too weighty -- that's where the reserve
shines.would have been five but I simply couldn't end and had to power through and read the last 120 webpages in one
night. My 14 yr old daughter also browse it and was moved and empowered. I applaud the author so you can get it out
right now there and sharing her family's tale with the world.It was an excellent read and I want the entire Chergey
family the very best of good fortune and health going forward. Thanks for sharing this. It had been worth the time.
Inspirational Story As a particular education professional, and a member of family of a kid with autism, I frequently
subscribe to the axiom, “If you’ve met one child with autism… you’ve met one young child with autism. Disinterested?”
LeeAndra Chergey’s Make a Wish For Me, is a refreshing appearance at how one family members found terms with a
child on the spectrum. Recounted simply because a memoir of this family’s struggle, there's an overriding feeling of
hope, fed by dedication. Her particular gift is to narrate for the reader this family’s insistence on viewing their son all
together person, and how Chergey created and trusted her very own instincts to make choices on his behalf. I completed
it in four sittings." A mothers personal tale of her family's struggle and successes making use of their child's autism
LeeAndra needs us her into her private world, sharing her thoughts, feelings of love, joy, discomfort and frustration while
she and her spouse and daughter struggle if they initial learn their son is diagnosed with autism. Unbelievable! I have
been searching for a good publication and had this on pre-order but didn't reach start it immediately. This is a well-
informed, inspirational tale – of curiosity to any parent with a child who has challenges. Make a Wish for Me was an
excellent book. You will experience the joy and satisfaction she shares as a mother or father and empathize with her
encounters along the way because they piece things jointly. Details that any mother or father who's experienced them
will see resonant. I haven't laughed or cried anywhere near this much reading a reserve in quite a while. LeeAndra gave
me more than enough of the story to comprehend autism better but never sensed preachy our biased. I could in fact
hear what Dan sounds like and like the humor he and LeeAndra kept between them throughout a time many family
members fall apart. I know this book is a memoir but LeeAndra's writing is indeed unexpected and organic that it feels
as though fiction. I need to know what occurs next with the Chergey family members! Please keep composing, LeeAndra!
This is the Book You've Been SEARCHING FOR Recommend this book. When we we were 1st diagnosed, we appeared for
books such as this, and there have been none.As parents of a kid with ASD, and readers of the author's blog, we looked
forward to scanning this book. LeeAndra provides us with helpful information to how these were getting the help and
education. Their emotional fog was lifted by little victories and by like. the writer tells her family's story, and doesn't
keep anything back. Pure, raw emotion.She becomes a champion on her behalf son.Furthermore, she becomes a
champion for other families going through the same, simply by sharing their tale. She lays her initial heartache out
there for everybody to see but leaves everyone who reads this publication with only admiration for the courage the
entire family displayed in working with this very profound change to their lives. She'll help countless households, and
suggest to them they are not alone. Empowering, emotional, hopeful, beautiful Last night I finished Make a Want Me and
my emotions have been around in high gear. That is a sad truth. With apparent engaging writing, Chergey takes the
reader on her behalf journey from early problems, through misdiagnoses, good and bad service providers, better and
even worse institutions, through the anguish, the relentless research and advocacy, and the amazing hard work that
were required to meet her boy Ryan’s requirements.The beauty of this family’s love because of their child is evident in
the actual fact that there were so many opportunities to just quit. The “program” presents these opportunities often, as
there’s therefore much distance between what is offered and what's needed. While people that have autism in their
family members may seek this book out, this is about a whole lot more. Nevertheless, the perseverance to fight on is



encouraged not by money, or ideals, as well as God, but by the eyes of their child. We have been grateful that insharing
her often painful journey, she actually is enlightening us to understand and hopefully make it less difficult for us to
extend ourselves and become supportive once the situation occurs. Those challenges is there, just because they are for
any affordable citizen who has had to navigate through unreasonable red tape. Will I become depressed? This family’s
struggle may help you find something in yourself since it has done for us. it spoke to us, and there were many tears, as
there were smiles and chuckles;The writing is conversational and the chapters are short. There are moments of hilarity
and of severe sadness, victories and defeats. It takes strength and self-confidence to share such personal, often painful
occasions -- which most parents, most people- won't go through. Simply, no family wants this analysis, and its quite
clear the emotional fog isn't cleared by the rubber stampers. Amazing book!. I possibly could tell from reading it just
how much LeeAndra cares about her son and how much work she placed into helping him. I really loved reading it! I
highly recommend this book! The authors has an amazing story telling skills I was given this reserve as a present-day.
The authors has an amazing story telling skills. I would recommend this reserve to anyone, but specifically to anyone
increasing an autistic child. When reading the publication, I felt like she’s next if you ask me, informing me about her
experiences. Jealous? Thoroughly enjoyed following this family's early journey of finding help for his or her autistic
child. struggles with increasing a kid on the Autism Spectrum, and looking for their finest educational placement.
Employed in the Unique Education field, and having elevated a child on the spectrum myself, I could totally relate to her
heartache and frustration. As mothers, we want our children to understand to like themselves & For me personally it
highlighted the need for more support from state and federal firms. LeeAndra Chergey's love for her son, has made her
a mommy warrior!! Great job!! As a mother or father of a kid on the spectrum who went through and continues to go
through many occasions like those in the Chergey memoir, i had somewhat low targets but high curiosity-- would it be
good reading? It was easy to read and helped me to comprehend so clearly the good and the bad of coping with autism
nowadays of ours. LeeAndra’s writing was captivating therefore actual. She hooked me on the initial page and this didn’t
modification through the entire book. Thank you, LeeAndra, for opening my eye and my mind to autism and the
challenges you and many more face while raising and loving your sons/daughters. I experienced your passion through
the entire book and wanted to scream and cry and leap for joy at times right along with you. You will laugh with her,
want to cry with her and need tear some walls down as they go down one path and try next to obtain son the needed
help, education and interest.I can't thank the author enough for composing this book. I completely enjoyed it from begin
to finish. Great read for everybody, not just families affected with a kid on the spectrum. and looking for their finest
educational placement Very well written book depicting the heartache & It demonstrates how challenging it can be to
find the help and assets needed to get the perfect treatment for your child. value the "goodness" they have within
themselves. This family was blessed having the ability to get in home specific therapy for Ryan, which many (most?)
families are not able to afford. Like all families I'm sure they had to make sacrifices in order to provide these solutions.
Simultaneously I felt the reserve gave desire to families with children on the spectrum that early intervention can lead
to significant positive behavioral adjustments. I also hope it'll provide insight to the general people about autism and
lead to a more empathy. I have recommended the book to families with kids on the spectrum, but also experience it is a
good read for everybody - reminded me of "The Curious Incident of your dog in the Nighttime. I couldn't put it straight
down!. A Book of Hope LeeAndra opens her center and shares her emotional trip in an exceedingly warm and personal
method. I can't remember a more psychological read; Many people do not understand autism and the toll it takes on the
family members who frequently are left feeling lost and only.Really, this book is not also about fighting the system.
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